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- Understanding VMware virtual machine files can help 

ease management tasks and simplify infrastructure 

cleanup.

- One can fine various VMware VM file types in the VM's 

directory on the host

- Few file extensions are

               flat.VMDK, .VMX , .NVRAM, .VMSS, .VMSD, .LOG,     

.VMSW

VMware virtual machine files



- To store virtual disks, ESXi uses datastores.

- Datastores mainly can be 

1. VMware File System (VMFS) datastores: The datastores that you deploy on block storage devices 

use the native vSphere Virtual Machine File System (VMFS) format. It is a special high-performance file 

system format that is optimized for storing virtual machines.

2. Network File System (NFS) datastores: This is for NAS storage

-     To improve performance of NFS, it caches the data as well as the metadata read from the server onto                                 

the clients

VMware Storage



- Snapshots preserve the state and data of a virtual 

machine at the time you take the snapshot.

- When you take a snapshot of a virtual machine, an 

image of the virtual machine in a given state is copied 

and stored. 

- Snapshots are useful when you want to revert 

repeatedly to a virtual machine state, but you do not 

want to create multiple virtual machines..

- You can take multiple snapshots of a virtual machine 

to create restoration positions in a linear process.

VMware Snapshots



- What is  VM template

A VM template is a master copy image of a virtual machine that includes VM disks, virtual  

devices, and settings. A VM template can be used many times over for the purposes of VM cloning.

- When to use templates

VM templates are useful for deploying high numbers of similar VMs, since they preserve VM  

consistency

- VM Clone v/s VM Template.

- OS Customization from Template

VMware Template



- What is VMotion

                 Vmware VMotion™ enables the live migration of running virtual machines from one physical                

server to another with zero downtime, continuous service availability, and complete transaction     

integrity.

- Why Vmotion

Optimization/ Flexibiity

Increase Performance

Proactive

VMotion



- How Does VMotion work

 Copying the VM's metadata to alternate/new location

Copying the VM's disk file to alternate/new location

VM is then suspended and pointed to the new location

Disks are replicated to the target and disks are removed

- Types of Vmotion

vMotion

 Storage vMotion

Enhanced vMotion

VMotion Continued…



❖ https://www.nakivo.com/blog/vm-templates-a-to-z/ 

❖ https://www.networkcomputing.com/data-centers/vmware-vsphere-storage-types 

❖ https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/1015180

❖ https://searchvmware.techtarget.com/definition/Storage-vMotion

❖ https://www.vmware.com/pdf/vmotion_datasheet.pdf

Resources
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https://www.networkcomputing.com/data-centers/vmware-vsphere-storage-types
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❖ A4-Virtulization Advanced-assg-1 – Create NFS share on Linux and mount that as NFS volume on your ESX 

❖ A4-Virtulization Advanced-assg-2 –  Create template and create multiple( 10) VMs  from same template

❖ A4-Virtulization Advanced-assg-3 –  Automating  Storage vMotion i.e. write a  script to perform vMotion 

(using Powershell or Perl or any language of your choice).

❖ A4-Virtulization Advanced-assg-4 –  Create VM perform some operation. Take snapshot of the VM and later 

revert to snapshot. Automate process using scripting with Vmware APIs.

Assignments



Any Queries ?

mail us at learning@afourtech.com

Thank you !
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